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Handout - On July 25, 2021, the online fashion shop ABOUT YOU presents its first collection with Kendall Jenner, one of the world's biggest and most famous celebrities and fashion icons. The collection includes a total of 11 designs in different colours. These are Kendall's favourite everyday pieces, which reflect her personal style. Each piece is numbered and has a special code indicating Kendall's birthday: 11/03. "Kendall for ABOUT YOU" is available exclusively for 72 hours in all 23 ABOUT YOU shops in Europe, which is a first for the online fashion shop. Photo courtesy of About You via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout - On July 25, 2021, the online fashion shop ABOUT YOU presents its first collection with Kendall Jenner, one of the world's biggest and most famous celebrities and fashion icons. The collection includes a total of 11 designs in different colours. These are Kendall's favourite everyday pieces, which reflect her personal style. Each piece is numbered and has a special code indicating Kendall's birthday: 11/03. "Kendall for ABOUT YOU" is available exclusively for 72 hours in all 23 ABOUT YOU shops in Europe, which is a first for the online fashion shop. Photo courtesy of About You via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout - On July 25, 2021, the online fashion shop ABOUT YOU presents its first collection with Kendall Jenner, one of the world's biggest and most famous celebrities and fashion icons. The collection includes a total of 11 designs in different colours. These are Kendall's favourite everyday pieces, which reflect her personal style. Each piece is numbered and has a special code indicating Kendall's birthday: 11/03. "Kendall for ABOUT YOU" is available exclusively for 72 hours in all 23 ABOUT YOU shops in Europe, which is a first for the online fashion shop. Photo courtesy of About You via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout - On July 25, 2021, the online fashion shop ABOUT YOU presents its first collection with Kendall Jenner, one of the world's biggest and most famous celebrities and fashion icons. The collection includes a total of 11 designs in different colours. These are Kendall's favourite everyday pieces, which reflect her personal style. Each piece is numbered and has a special code indicating Kendall's birthday: 11/03. "Kendall for ABOUT YOU" is available exclusively for 72 hours in all 23 ABOUT YOU shops in Europe, which is a first for the online fashion shop. Photo courtesy of About You via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout - On July 25, 2021, the online fashion shop ABOUT YOU presents its first collection with Kendall Jenner, one of the world's biggest and most famous celebrities and fashion icons. The collection includes a total of 11 designs in different colours. These are Kendall's favourite everyday pieces, which reflect her personal style. Each piece is numbered and has a special code indicating Kendall's birthday: 11/03. "Kendall for ABOUT YOU" is available exclusively for 72 hours in all 23 ABOUT YOU shops in Europe, which is a first for the online fashion shop. Photo courtesy of About You via ABACAPRESS.COM
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